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Abstract
The design of today’s complex control systems involves
many views from different disciplines. Generic CASE tools
offer wide applicability at the expense of depth. Single-
purpose, domain-specific tools provide the needed
analytical power but yield diminishing returns outside of
their domain. Alternatively, model driven tools based on
meta-models, that is, explicit characterizations of the
domain of interest, can quickly evolve to meet new needs.
This paper describes one such model-driven tool-set called
the Domain Modeling Environment (DOME). We describe
its meta-modeling capabilities and its extension
mechanisms for analysis and transformation of models. We
illustrate DOME with two examples: (a) using an
interpreter called ProtoDOME to directly “execute” meta-
models; (b) showing how a meta-model can quickly evolve
to build a new graphical design tool.

1 Introduction
Control applications in chemical processing,
commercial and military aerospace,
environmental control and medical therapy,
among others, are all increasing their
functionality, and with it, their complexity.
Designers are increasingly turning to modeling to
get a grip on the implications of their decisions.
The combined logical, mathematical and physical
nature of control systems induces design views
not present in other kinds of computing systems.
The scope of design goes beyond data
transformation to include, for example, timing,
safety, fault-tolerance, device interactions and
physical constraints.

Design automation vendors strain to keep up with
these demands. Generic, multi-view CASE tools,
while popular, typically come up short on the
power curve because they either fail to recognize
the special constraints or require too much
investment in customization to handle the domain
thoroughly. Often, users are forced to either leave
some key decisions out of their models or
establish a suite of idiosyncratic and project-

specific conventions to capture key domain-
specific features.  This hampers automated
analysis and offers no help to implementation,
which then gradually diverges from the model.

Domain specific tools give up generality for
depth. Compared to generic CASE, tools built
specifically for an application area or product line
enable a faster design process, a head start on
implementation and lead to an increased
usefulness of the resulting models as the system
evolves. The rub comes when one takes a domain
specific tool outside of its specialty.  It may not
support the concepts necessary to model
“foreign” subject matter efficiently or at all.

Given the benefits, where are all of the domain-
specific tools? Particularly persistent developers
have undertaken to build specialized tools to
automate their methodologies. Some of the fruits
of their labors are available in niche markets.
However, up until recently, building a domain-
specific tool-set has been a costly endeavor and it
is even harder to keep a domain specific tool up
to date as a domain pushes its boundaries
outward.

The obvious solution is to generate them. That is,
we need domain-specific tools for building and
evolving domain-specific tools, or meta-tools.
Our tool-set called the Domain Modeling
Environment (DOME) is an example of one such
meta-tool.

2 Domain Modeling Environment
DOME is designed to enable methodologists and
application developers to quickly synthesize and
deploy tool-sets based on graphical notations, or
“boxologies.” A domain-specific tool(set) is
defined using a meta-tooling model called a
DOME Tool Specification (DTS). A DTS can be
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compiled and interpreted. The compiler, called
MetaDOME generates Smalltalk code and is
integrated with the CINCOM VisualWorks
Smalltalk™ development environment [1]. The
interpreter, called ProtoDOME executes DTS
models directly. ProtoDOME is fast enough that
the compiler is used only rarely.

The DTS tool has two components: a graphical
notation for specifying regular classes, properties,
structural constraints and visual attributes of a
graphical language, and a Scheme- or Lisp-like
textual scripting language for implementing
special behaviors. The graphical notation is called
simply DTSL (L stands for “language”); the
textual scripting language is called Alter.

Additional constraints, analysis routines and
generators can be quickly added using the Alter

scripting facilities in DOME. Domain-specific
tools built in this way can continue to grow and

adapt with the domain.

2.1 DOME Tool Specification Language
In addition to the fundamental object-oriented
concepts of class, property, relationship,
aggregation and composition, DTSL supports the
following concepts (among others) common to
many control system views:

• Model — A model consists of a network of
graphs. Models typically represent a complete
system or sub-system. Models may be
hierarchical: components and connectors may
represent sub-systems that themselves are
models.

• Graph — A graph is a collection of nodes
and connections. The structure of the graph is
governed by constraints in a meta-model (a
DTS). Each graph within a model may or may
not be governed by a different meta-model.

• Component — A component is a model
object with an interface and realizations. It
may correspond to a component in a deployed
application or simply a cluster of concepts in
the design. Components are usually displayed
as nodes in a graph.

• Interface — A component’s interface
represents a set of connection requirements
and is composed of other modeling objects
that may be connected to the interfaces of
other components. The objects are displayed
as part of the component’s shape, either on its
border, within its interior or at the edges of its
sub-graph(s).

• Port — A port is a special interface object
that has a name, an explicit direction and a
standard appearance. It is not a component
because it has neither an interface nor
realizations.

• Realization (or refinement) — Any model
object (even a connector) may potentially
have one or more realizations. Realizations
are usually sub-graphs and are called
implementations. The meta-model specifies
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the types of realizations that are allowed for a
given type of model object.

• Archetype — An archetype is a reusable
component placed in a special part of the
model called the “shelf.” An archetype is
reused by creating references to it in other
parts of the model. Any changes to the
archetype’s interface or realization(s) are
automatically propagated to the references.

These concepts make it easier to design and build
domain-specific tools for control systems. DOME
defines standard user interface, syntax and
semantics for each one and Alter can be used to
fine-tune them for a particular application.

There are a few systems that share some of
DOME’s objectives. MetaEdit+, a commercial
product from MetaCase Consulting, includes
Method Workbench for defining new notations
through a forms based user interface. A tool
framework interprets the specification. MetaGME
from Vanderbilt uses a subset of UML called the
Open Information Model (OIM) as a graphical
means of defining metamodels. Additional
constraints are entered textually using a subset of
OCL.  A customized editing environment is
configured from the specification in a manner
analogous to compilation. PeerLogic’s
Toolbuilder (formerly of Lincoln Software)
compiles specifications into tools that run on top
of an “entity-based” repository that is also user
configurable. Multiple editors may be used to
view a common set of data.  Carnegie Mellon
University’s Aesop uses a textual language for
specifying customized notations aimed at
software architecture.  The specification is
compiled to produce FCL, a persistent, OO
derivative of tcl/tk.  A DOME tool specification
is object-oriented and essentially graphical, can
be interpreted on-the-fly (changes made to the
specification have an immediate impact on open
editors), has several built-in concepts that speed
up notation development for embedded control
systems, and is supported by a powerful code-
and document-generation backend.

3 Meta-tooling Examples
To illustrate the relationship between a DOME
Tool Specification and its domain-specific tool,
we will turn to a couple of simple domain models
and corresponding DOME tools.

3.1 Home Controller Example
We begin with a simple home-automation
example. Figure 2 below shows a DTSL meta-
model defining four general classes of modeling
objects: sensors, devices (or actuators),
transforms and rules. Sensors come in three
flavors, including momentary (trigger), on-off
and clocks. Devices also come in three flavors,
including momentary (Chime), on-off
(Appliance) and those with a continuous range
(Drapes and Lamps). Transforms filter and
combine sensor inputs to yield device settings.
Rules connect sensors, devices and transforms
together into a set of behaviors and reflexes
called a home automation program.

Figure 2 - DTS for a simple home-controller

The meta-model also calls out a Graph class, a
Tool Palette, a few enumeration types and several
connection constraints. The graph class is
required for all diagram types and is
automatically created by DOME for each DTSL
specification. The Tool Palette shows the buttons
that will be provided in the tool and is also
automatically maintained by DOME as classes

…
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are added and removed from the meta-model. The
enumeration types define the ranges of values
some of the properties. The connection
constraints govern how the other modeling
objects can be connected together.

The example model in Figure 3 shows an
example model in a graphical editor produced
from the meta-model in .  The instance model
depicts a set of “reflexes” for a particular home.
During nighttime hours, motion in the living
room or opening the front door will turn on a
light with a five-minute inactivity timeout. The
living room curtains open at sunrise and close at
sunset, and the outlet to the coffee maker turns on
at 6:30am and shuts off at 8:00am. This model
can be simulated as well as automatically
converted into a series of event/action rules that
execute on a virtual machine. The virtual machine
takes care of the details of sensing the events,
commanding the devices, recovering from power
failure, maintaining a log, etc.

Figure 3 - An “instance” of the above meta-model

The home automation example shows relatively
simple components with no structured interfaces.
The various sensors and devices can be placed on
the shelf to be used in other diagrams that further
specify a home’s behavior. The complete
behavior for a home would consist of a selection
of such diagrams.

3.2 An Architecture-Oriented Example
The next example illustrates the use of structured
components in a language aimed at embedded,
real-time systems. In this domain our objective is

to define the timing and communication
requirements for a set of tasks. We are not
interested in specifying the algorithmic details of
each task; that will be specified in other views.

To begin our meta-model, we define a class
called Task with two timing-related properties:
period and worst-case-execution-time, both in
milliseconds. A task’s communication
requirements will be specified using a kind of
port called a Message. An output message can be
connected to an input message with a
MessageConnection. A single connection
constraint tells DOME that Message ports can
only be connected to other Message ports. Figure
4(a) shows this meta-model.

Using DOME’s default settings for appearance
and selecting some icon shapes from its library
yields the user interface in Figure 4(b).  We have
created a simple task model that illustrates the
simple modeling language. A window showing
the default property settings for Task 1 is also
shown.  At this point there is already enough
substance in the model’s structure to perform a
simple scheduling analysis, such as rate-
monotonic analysis.
We next wish to add the concept of a Mode to our
meta-model. A Mode is essentially a group of
Tasks that are scheduled together. We will allow

Figure 4. DTS and corresponding instance model. (a) DTS
Specification, (b) Instance Model, (c) Task Property
Window
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Modes to be nested, that is, realized by a sub-
graph containing both Modes and Tasks. Figure 5
shows this extension to the meta-model. A Mode

has a single property that indicates whether it is
the initial one to be scheduled. We have also
created a new kind of port for both tasks and
modes called an Event with its own kind of
connector called an EventConnection. DOME
will automatically enforce the constraint that an
event must be connected to either another event
or directly to a mode. The intent is that when a
task raises an event, it causes a transition from
one mode to another.
Figure 6 shows an instance of this meta-model
with four modes in the top-level graph. M2 is
realized by a subgraph having two (sub)modes
and one task, T1. The instance of T1 in the
subgraph is actually a reference to a reusable
component by the same name, as shown in the
picture of the shelf window. A complete model
would refine all of the modes down to
subdiagrams that contained only tasks.

3.3 Extracting More Value From Models
Even with a meta-model in hand, a graphical
modeling tool is little better than a fancy drawing
tool if we cannot automate the translation of these
models into code, documentation or analysis.
DOME has two methods for building these
functions.

The first is Alter. Alter contains various
extensions to the Scheme standard in order to
enhance its functionality as a DOME extension

language. These extensions include primitives for
model navigation, user interface, operating
system access, remote procedure call capabilities,
and additional support for object-oriented
programming. With Alter, one can develop an
arbitrarily complex transformation.

When simpler, more linear transformations to
documentation or code is required, MetaScribe
can be employed. MetaScribe is a document
generator-generator. There are two primary
components to a MetaScribe based document
generator: the document specification and the
output formatter (see Figure 7).

The document specification is written using a
common word processor, such as Microsoft
Word™. Embedded in the document are control
structures and functions which extract
information from the model and include it in the
generated document.

An output formatter, supplied with DOME,
describes how to transform a processed document
specification into output that may be used by a
specific documentation tool. Output formatters
included with DOME produce a FrameMaker or

Figure 6. Updated instance model using new features.

Figure 5 - Revised DTS
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textual document; we hope to develop an RTF
formatter soon.

Figure 7. The MetaScribe Document Generation System

This same architecture can be applied to other
forms of model transformation, including analysis
and code generation.

4 Limitations and Future Work
Using the Alter extension language, it is possible
to develop execution capabilities for DOME
models.  However, DOME’s support for
animation and custom user interfacing is
relatively primitive, though compiled
specifications have access to Smalltalk’s rather
robust features in this area.

DOME stores models in files and there is limited
support for breaking up a model into separately
editable chunks, a problem for large teams.

Some preliminary investigation has been done
into the incorporation of complex design
constraints into the meta-model. The constraints
are of a sort that can be automatically evaluated
with an interval constraint solver.  A prototype

was built that links DOME to such an engine via
CORBA.

A significant project is just now getting underway
to both increase the power of the artifact
generation system and to make it easier to use.
We are generalizing the model transformation
architecture and extending the meta-modeling
language.

5 Conclusion
DOME supports meta-modeling, instance
modeling, analysis and back-end artifact
generation. This allows engineering activities to
use the model as the primary artifact during
development of complex systems.  The model
becomes the mechanism for communication,
implementation and documentation, thereby
raising the level of engineering discourse to a
more appropriate level.

The tight coupling between the meta-modeling
environment and its corresponding specialized
editors provide rapid feedback for quickly
moving new concepts into productive designs.
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